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Abstract. In this paper we study special Moufang sets MðU ; tÞ, with U abelian, under the ad-
ditional restriction that they have finite Morley rank. Our result states that the little projective
group of such a Moufang set must be isomorphic to PSL2ðKÞ for an algebraically closed field
K provided that U has characteristic 2 and that infinitely many endomorphisms of U centralize
the Hua subgroup. This complements a result of De Medts and Tent that addresses the odd
characteristic case.

1 Introduction

The Cherlin–Zil’ber conjecture states that a simple group of finite Morley rank is iso-
morphic (as an abstract group) to an algebraic group over an algebraically closed
field. Thus, we hope that the infinite simple groups of finite Morley rank contain a
definable, irreducible, and spherical BN-pair and that the presence of such a BN-
pair will force the group to be isomorphic to an algebraic group. It is shown in [10]
that infinite simple groups of finite Morley rank with such a BN-pair of Tits rank at
least 3 are indeed isomorphic to algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields. In
fact, the same conclusion holds in the case of Tits rank 2 if the associated polygon is
Moufang, and [15] contains other partial results for this case.

The study of Moufang sets of finite Morley rank addresses a restricted version of
the case of Tits rank 1 from above. Moufang sets were introduced by Tits [17] and
are essentially groups with a split, saturated BN-pair of Tits rank 1 such that the
group is generated by the conjugates of the normal complement to BVN in B and
B has a trivial core. Each Moufang set can be constructed as a set MðU ; tÞ as
described in [7], and it gives rise to a split 2-transitive permutation group on
X :¼ U U fyg called the little projective group of the Moufang set.

Definition. For a set X with jX jd 3 and a collection fUx : x A Xg of subgroups of
SymðX Þ, ðX ; fUx : x A XgÞ is called a Moufang set if for G :¼ hUx : x A Xi the fol-
lowing conditions hold:



(1) each Ux fixes x and acts regularly on Xnfxg;

(2) fUx : x A Xg is a conjugacy class of subgroups in G.

The group G is called the little projective group of the Moufang set, and the sub-
groups fUx : x A Xg are called the root groups.

The construction of MðU ; tÞ is as follows. For a not necessarily abelian group U

written additively, construct a set X ¼ U U fyg, where y is a symbol not appearing
in U . Additionally, choose t A SymðXÞ such that t interchanges 0 and y. Define
MðU ; tÞ to be ðX ; fUx : x A XgÞ where each Ux is a subgroup of SymðX Þ defined as
follows:

(1) for all u A U , au is the permutation of X fixing y such that vau ¼ v þ u for all
v A U ;

(2) Uy ¼ fau : u A Ug;

(3) U0 ¼ U t
y;

(4) Uu ¼ U au

0 for all u A U � :¼ Unf0g.

As shown in [4], to each u A U � there is associated a unique element of U0auU0

interchanging 0 and y, and it is denoted by mu. For hu ¼ tmu, the elements of
fhu : u A U �g will be called the Hua maps. It is a theorem of [7] that MðU ; tÞ will
be a Moufang set precisely when the Hua maps are in AutðUÞ. When MðU ; tÞ is a
Moufang set, the pointwise stabilizer of 0 and y in the little projective group is called
the Hua subgroup.

A Moufang set constructed this way is called special if the action of t on U � com-
mutes with inversion. The notion of a special Moufang set is quite useful. For exam-
ple, [16, Theorem 5.2 (a)] shows that if MðU ; tÞ is a special Moufang set with U

abelian, then U has the structure of a vector space. It is conjectured that a Moufang
set MðU ; tÞ is special if and only if U is abelian and the little projective group is
not sharply 2-transitive. Half of this conjecture has been established, as the main
result of [13] states that Moufang sets of the form MðU ; tÞ with U abelian are either
special or have a sharply 2-transitive little projective group.

We will say that a Moufang set MðU ; tÞ with little projective group G has
finite Morley rank if G;X :¼ U U fyg, and the action of G on X are interpretable
in some structure of finite Morley rank. Thus U will also be interpretable (as a set).
If U happens to be abelian, then each Ux is abelian and definable in G as
Ux ¼ CGx

ðUxÞ, so in this case each Ux, and hence U , will be interpretable as groups.
If further the Moufang set is special, then [5, Theorem 1.12] implies that G is simple,
and hence connected. As G acts transitively on X , X has degree 1, so U does as well.

Thus, one begins to have some control over the little projective group of a special
Moufang set, MðU ; tÞ, of finite Morley rank where U is abelian, and it is this setting
that will concern us. With these hypotheses, let K :¼ EndHðUÞ with H the Hua
subgroup. The main result of [6] is that if K infinite and charðUÞ0 2 then the little
projective group of MðU ; tÞ is isomorphic to PSL2ðKÞ, where K is necessarily an
algebraically closed field. Our result addresses the case when charðUÞ ¼ 2.
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Theorem 1.1. Let MðU ; tÞ be a special Moufang set of finite Morley rank with U in-

finite, abelian, and charðUÞ ¼ 2. Assume that K :¼ EndHðUÞ is infinite for H the Hua

subgroup. Then the little projective group of MðU ; tÞ is isomorphic to PSL2ðKÞ with K

an algebraically closed field.

As we will only consider the case where U is abelian, the result of [13] mentioned
above allows us to drop the hypothesis that our Moufang set is special provided
that we also deal with the sharply 2-transitive case. As is shown in [2, Proposition
11.61], an infinite, sharply 2-transitive group of finite Morley rank with abelian
point stabilizer is isomorphic to Fþ zF �, for F an algebraically closed field. Thus,
we may combine the results of [6] and [13] with Theorem 1.1 to obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 1.2. Let MðU ; tÞ be a Moufang set of finite Morley rank with U infinite and

abelian. For G the little projective group of MðU ; tÞ and H the Hua subgroup, one of

the following is true:

(1) G is sharply 2-transitive and isomorphic to Fþ zF � with the usual action for F an

algebraically closed field; or

(2) G is not sharply 2-transitive, and provided that EndHðUÞ is infinite, G is isomorphic

to PSL2ðF Þ for F an algebraically closed field.

The focus of this paper is to provide a direct proof of Theorem 1.1 from within the
theory of special Moufang sets. However, it should be noted that a much shorter
proof which does not require the hypothesis that EndHðUÞ be infinite can be obtained
by appealing to the deep main theorem of [1]. The result is that a simple group of
finite Morley rank either is isomorphic to an algebraic group over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 2 or has no infinite elementary abelian 2-subgroup. The
hypotheses of Thereom 1.1 force the little projective group of the Moufang set to
have an infinite elementary abelian 2-subgroup. Thus, the little projective group can
be taken to be algebraic, and the theory of algebraic groups may be called upon. The
final section of this paper provides the details of this alternative approach.

For the rest of this note, we work with the following set-up.

Set-up. M ¼ MðU ; tÞ is a special Moufang set of finite Morley rank with U infinite,
abelian, and charðUÞ ¼ 2. As usual, X ¼ U U fyg, G ¼ hUx : x A Xic SymðX Þ,
H ¼ G0;y, and K ¼ EndHðUÞ.

2 Generalities about M

The main result of this section is that H is transitive on U �. Hence, K is an interpret-
able field that is either finite or algebraically closed. We follow the proof of [3, Prop-
osition 2.1].
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Definition. Let A ¼ 6
x AX

U �
x and A ¼ AnU �

y.

Proposition 2.1. We have

(1) AJ InvðGÞ :¼ fg A G : g is an involutiong;

(2) AG ¼ A;

(3) AVGy ¼ U �
y;

(4) if t A U �
y then CAðtÞJUy and hence CAðtÞtJUy.

Proof. By construction of MðU ; tÞ, the subgroup Uy is isomorphic to U . As the sub-
groups Ux are conjugate, each is isomorphic to U , so (1) holds since U has character-
istic 2. Item (2) follows from the fact that fUx : x A Xg is a conjugacy class. For (3), it
is clear that U �

y JAVGy. Now U �
y KAVGy because each Ux is regular on

Xnfxg. Finally, CAðtÞ acts on the set of fixed points of t, which contains only y.
Thus CAðtÞJGy. By (3), CAðtÞJUy, so the first part of (4) holds. The second
part is clear. r

Theorem 2.2. A is a conjugacy class of involutions in G.

Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we know that A is a union of conjugacy classes, so we
need only show that all elements of A are conjugate. To prove this fact, it su‰ces to
show that for all s A A and t A U �

y, s and t are conjugate. We recall that two involu-
tions i and j generate a dihedral group hijiz hii. We will exploit the fact that if jijj
is odd then i and j are conjugate. Regardless of the order of ij, the normal subgroup
generated by ij is inverted by both i and j. When jijj is even, this subgroup contains a
unique involution, and that involution is in the center of hijiz hii.

Claim. If there exists r A A such that r is conjugate to s and jrtj is finite, then jrtj is
odd. Hence, r is hr; ti-conjugate to t, and in particular s and t are conjugate.

Proof. If jrtj is even, there is a unique involution w in hrti, and w is centralized
by r and t. Also, wt is conjugate (in hr; ti) to r or t, so by Proposition 2.1 (2) we
have wt A A. Similarly, wr ¼ rw A A. By Proposition 2.1 (4), t A U �

y implies that
ðwtÞt ¼ w A U �

y. But since w A U �
y, we can apply Proposition 2.1 (4) again to get

ðrwÞw ¼ r A U �
y. This is a contradiction, so jrtj is odd. The rest follows since hr; ti

will be a dihedral group with jrtj odd. r

In light of the claim, it su‰ces to show directly that s is conjugate to t or to pro-
duce r A A such that r is conjugate to s and jrtj is finite. Set g ¼ st. We are done if g

has finite order, so assume that it does not. We proceed in a fashion similar to the
proof of [6, Proposition 3.4]. Let dðgÞ be the definable hull of hgi. Note that s and t

invert g. As the set of elements of dðgÞ inverted by s and t is a definable subgroup
containing g, because dðgÞ is abelian, we get that dðgÞ is inverted by s and t. Also,
dðgÞ ¼ D � C with D a divisible group and C a finite cyclic group; see [2, §5.5 Exer-
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cise 10]. Using divisibility, we may write g ¼ d 2c with d A D and c A C. Using the fact
that s inverts d, we have

sd ¼ d�1sdss ¼ d�2s ¼ cg�1s ¼ ct:

Hence, sdt ¼ c is of finite order. If c ¼ 1, then s is conjugate to t, and we are done.
Otherwise c0 1. We claim that this forces sd to be in A so that the claim applies

with r ¼ sd . Since sd is conjugate to s, we have sd A A. If sd B A, then sd must be in
U �

y. Thus sdt ¼ c is in U �
y, so c is an involution. As the element s inverts c A dðgÞ, it

fixes c. By Proposition 2.1 (4), it follows that s is in Uy, which is a contradiction. We
conclude that sd is in A. The claim applies, and we are done. r

We pause to note that since Uy is a normal subgroup of Gy that acts regularly on
U we have Gy ¼ Uy zH. Thus the action of H on U is isomorphic to its action on
Uy by conjugation. This allows us to translate our last result into a statement about
the action of H on U .

Corollary 2.3. The group H acts transitively on U �. Hence H acts irreducibly on U ,
and K is a definable field that is either finite or algebraically closed.

Proof. Theorem 2.2 tells us that any two elements s; t A U �
y are G-conjugate. Since y

is the unique fixed point of both s and t, any g A G that conjugates s to t must fix y.
Hence g A Gy. Further, Gy ¼ UyH, and since Uy acts trivially on itself, we may
assume that g A H. Thus all elements of U �

y are H-conjugate.
Let u; v A U �. Now au; av A U �

y are conjugate in H, say ah
u ¼ av. Since

auh ¼ ah
u ¼ av, we have uh ¼ v, so H is transitive on U �. Then H acts irreducibly on

U , so K is a division ring. By [11, Theorem 1.2 (b)], K is definable, so K is either a
finite field or an algebraically closed field; see [2, Theorem 8.10]. r

In [14], the authors show that for an arbitrary special Moufang set MðV ; rÞ, that is
not necessarily of finite Morley rank, either V is an elementary abelian 2-group or the
Hua subgroup acts irreducibly on V . Combining this result with the fact that special
Moufang sets with V finite and of characteristic 2 are isomorphic to PSL2ðF2 aÞ (see
[3] for instance), for an arbitrary special Moufang set either V is an infinite elemen-
tary abelian 2-group or the Hua subgroup acts irreducibly on V . Thus, the previous
corollary is the final ingredient needed to prove the following:

Corollary 2.4. Suppose that the Hua subgroup of a special Moufang set MðV ; rÞ acts

reducibly on V. Then V is an infinite elementary abelian 2-group, and the Moufang set

is not of finite Morley rank.

We now return our focus to M. The next proposition, which is really a conse-
quence of the transitivity of H on U �, establishes some properties of the m-maps
and Hua maps. The substance of the proposition is the final item which we extract
from [3, Proposition 2.1].
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Proposition 2.5. For a; b A U � with a0 b, we have

(1) a is the unique fixed point of ma;

(2) ma 0 mb;

(3) ha 0 hb;

(4) fma : a A U �g is a conjugacy class of non-commuting involutions in Gf0;yg that are

in fact H-conjugate.

Proof. As U is a vector space of characteristic 2, item (1) follows from [4, Proposition
4.9 (1)]. Item (2) follows from [4, Proposition 4.9 (4)]. Now item (3) is obtained from
(2) by noting that hx ¼ tmx for all x A U �.

We now address (4). First, the m-maps are involutions by [4, Lemma 5.1]. Since
H ¼ hmxmy : x; y A U �i by [7, Theorem 3.1 (ii)], H is of index 2 in Gf0;yg, and since
no m-map is in H, the m-maps generate Gf0;yg. Further, [4, Theorem 1.1 (1)] shows
that the identity m

my
x ¼ m�ðxmyÞ holds in any Moufang set, so the m-maps normalize

the set of m-maps. Thus, fma : a A U �g is a union of conjugacy classes in Gf0;yg.
However, we also know that mah ¼ mh

a for all a A U � and h A H, so the transitivity
of H on U � shows that fma : a A U �g is a conjugacy class of involutions in Gf0;yg
that are H-conjugate.

Now let a; b A U � and a0 b. If ½ma; mb� ¼ 1, then mamb
¼ m

mb
a ¼ ma; but we have seen

that this forces amb ¼ a. This contradicts the fact that b is the unique fixed point of
mb, so ½ma; mb�0 1. r

The final two points of this section give criteria for proving MGMðKÞ, the
unique Moufang set whose little projective group is PSL2ðKÞ. Since we have assumed
that U is infinite, the statement that MGMðKÞ implies that K is infinite, hence al-
gebraically closed. The next proposition appears in more generality as [6, Proposition
2.2].

Proposition 2.6. If H acts regularly on U �, then MGMðKÞ.

Corollary 2.7. If H is abelian, then MGMðKÞ. In particular, if dimKðUÞ ¼ 1, then

MGMðKÞ.

Proof. We have seen that H acts transitively on U �. If in addition H is abelian, then
H will act regularly on U �, so the previous proposition applies. If dimKðUÞ ¼ 1, then
H cGLðUÞ ¼ K �, and H will be abelian. r

3 The case when K is infinite

We now work towards Theorem 1.1. We continue with the set-up that M ¼ MðU ; tÞ
is a special Moufang set of finite Morley rank with U infinite, abelian, and
charðUÞ ¼ 2. Additionally we assume that K :¼ EndHðUÞ is infinite, hence K is an
algebraically closed field, by Corollary 2.3.
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Proposition 3.1. U is an n-dimensional vector space over K for some n A N, and

H cGLnðKÞ.

Proof. Clearly, U is a vector space over K , and since U and K have finite Morley
rank and K is infinite, U must be n-dimensional over K for some finite n. By defini-
tion of K , we see that H cGLðUÞ ¼ GLnðKÞ. r

We now proceed by contradiction. Assume that the Moufang set M that we
are working with is not isomorphic to MðKÞ and further that among all counter-
examples to Theorem 1.1, U is of minimal rank. While working in this setting, we
will need the notion of a root subgroup. Root subgroups induce sub-Moufang sets
and allow us to work by induction.

Definition. Let MðV ; rÞ be a Moufang set. A subgroup W cV is called a root sub-

group if there is some w A W � such that W �mw ¼ W �.

We now extract some results of [6] about our minimal counter-example.

Lemma 3.2. If V is a proper, non-trivial, definable root subgroup of U that is closed

under the action of K , then V is one-dimensional over K and induces a sub-Moufang

set isomorphic to MðKÞ. In particular, for all h A H � the fixed-point space of h acting

on U either is trivial or is one-dimensional over K and induces a sub-Moufang set iso-

morphic to MðKÞ.

Proof. Let V be a proper, non-trivial, definable root subgroup of U that is closed
under the action of K . Since V is a root subgroup, V induces a sub-Moufang set
M 0 ¼ MðV ; mvjVUfygÞ for any v A V �. Additionally, M 0 is of finite Morley rank,
and V has rank strictly less than the rank of U since U is connected. As V is a K-
subspace of U , K restricts faithfully to a field of automorphisms of V , which we also
call K . Let H 0 be the Hua subgroup of M 0. Note that L :¼ EndH 0 ðVÞKK , from the
fact that a generating set for H 0 can be obtained by restricting some of the generators
of H, the products of pairs of m-maps. Thus L is infinite and hence an algebraically
closed field. By the minimality of our counter-example, M 0 GMðLÞ. However, the
additive group of L is just V , so L is an algebraically closed field which is finite-
dimensional over the algebraically closed field K . We conclude that K ¼ L. Thus
M 0 GMðKÞ, and V is one-dimensional over K .

Now assume that h A H � has a non-trivial fixed-point space. By [12, Lemma 3.5],
the fixed-point space of h is a root subgroup of U . As h0 1, the fixed-point space of h

must be a proper subgroup of U , so it is one-dimensional over K and induces a sub-
Moufang set isomorphic to MðKÞ. r

Lemma 3.3. For each a; b A U �, we have the following:

(1) aK cU induces a sub-Moufang set isomorphic to MðKÞ;
(2) ða � tÞmb ¼ amb � t�1 for all t A K �;

(3) amb�t ¼ amb � t2 for all t A K �.
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Proof. Because we are assuming that MZMðKÞ, Proposition 2.6 implies that there
is some h A H � that has fixed points in U �. Let u A U � be a fixed point of h. By
Lemma 3.2, uK induces a sub-Moufang set isomorphic to MðKÞ. We will use the
transitivity of H on U � to show that aK is also a root subgroup which must be
proper as Corollary 2.7 forces U to be at least two-dimensional over K . By appealing
to Lemma 3.2 again, we will have that aK induces a sub-Moufang set isomorphic to
MðKÞ.

Since uK induces a sub-Moufang set isomorphic to MðKÞ, we have

ðu � tÞmu ¼ u � t�1

for all t A K �. To show that aK induces a sub-Moufang set, we show that aK � is in-
variant under ma. Choose h 0 A H such that a ¼ uh 0, and observe that for all t A K � we
have

ða � tÞma ¼ ðuh 0 � tÞmuh 0 ¼ ðu � tÞh 0mh 0

u ¼ ðu � tÞmuh 0 ¼ uh 0 � t�1 ¼ a � t�1:

This establishes (1).
The following calculation, that makes use of (1), establishes (2):

ða � tÞmb ¼ ðama � tÞmb ¼ ða � t�1Þmamb ¼ amamb � t�1 ¼ amb � t�1:

Finally, we show (3). Replacing a in (2) by a þ b, we have

ða � t þ b � tÞmb ¼ ða þ bÞmb � t�1:

By [5, Lemma 5.2 (4)], we can rewrite the above equation as

ðða � tÞmb�t þ b � tÞmb þ ðb � tÞmb ¼ ðamb þ bÞmb � t�1 þ bmb � t�1:

Using (2), we get

ðða � tÞmb�t þ b � tÞmb þ ðb � tÞmb ¼ ðamb � t þ b � tÞmb þ ðb � tÞmb;

which simplifies to ða � tÞmb�t ¼ amb � t. Now applying (2) one last time we get
amb�t ¼ amb � t2. r

Corollary 3.4. We have K � cZðHÞ.

Proof. By the definition of K it su‰ces to show that K � cH. Let t A K �, and
write t ¼ s2 for s A K �. By Lemma 3.3 (3), we have mbmb�s ¼ m2

b � s2 ¼ t � id, so
t � id A H. r

With Lemma 3.3 in hand, we are now able to extend Lemma 3.2 from eigenvalues
in the field prime field GFð2Þ to eigenvalues in K by simply repeating the brief calcu-
lation in [12, Lemma 3.5].
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Proposition 3.5. For all h A H, either h ¼ l � id for some l A K �, or each eigenspace of

h is one-dimensional and induces a sub-Moufang set isomorphic to MðKÞ.

Proof. Assume that h B K � id. Let l A K be an eigenvalue of h, and let V be the
eigenspace of h corresponding to l. We need only show that V is a root subgroup
of U because the argument of Lemma 3.2 showing that V is one-dimensional and
induces a sub-Moufang set isomorphic to MðKÞ carries over to the current situation.

Let w A V �. It su‰ces to show that V � is mw-invariant. Observe that for all v A V �,
we have

vmwh ¼ vhmh
w ¼ vhmwh ¼ ðv � lÞmw�l ¼ vmw � l�1l2 ¼ vmw � l;

so vmw is indeed in V �. r

Lemma 3.6. For all h A H, if a; b A SpecðhÞ then a�1b2 A SpecðhÞ.

Proof. Let a; b A U , be eigenvectors of h corresponding to the values a and b respec-
tively. Note that h is invertible, so neither a nor b is zero. We now show that amb is an
eigenvector of h corresponding to a�1b2. Indeed,

ambh ¼ ahmbh ¼ ða � aÞmb�b ¼ amb � a�1b2;

where the final equality comes from Lemma 3.3. r

The next lemma is a main ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We have seen
that in our minimal counter-example Proposition 2.6 implies that some element of H

fixes a point in U �. The next lemma says that in fact we can choose such an element
of the form mamb for a0 b. This will be the last result extracted from [6].

Lemma 3.7. There exist a; b A U � such that a0 b and mamb fixes a point in U �.

Proof. Pick a; c A U � that are K-linearly independent; this is possible by Corollary
2.7. Let l be an eigenvalue of mamc, and write l�1 ¼ t2 for some t A K �. Then setting
b ¼ c � t, we have

mamb ¼ mamc�t ¼ mamc � t2 ¼ mamcl
�1:

Hence 1 is an eigenvalue of mamb, so mamb has non-trivial fixed points in U �. As a and
b are linearly independent, we have a0 b. r

The next proposition sets the stage for the final contradiction. The proof of Theo-
rem 1.1 will follow.

Proposition 3.8. H does not contain involutions.

Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that H does contain involutions.
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Claim. dimKðUÞ ¼ 2.

Proof. Pick h A InvðHÞ. The minimal polynomial for h is x2 � 1 ¼ ðx � 1Þ2, and 1
is the only eigenvalue of h. Thus, U decomposes into a sum of one and two-
dimensional h-invariant subspaces. Now h restricts to a linear transformation of
each of these subspaces with minimal polynomials that divide x2 � 1. Thus, each of
these subspaces has a non-trivial fixed-point space. By Proposition 3.2, we must have
only one such subspace, and it must be two-dimensional since h is non-trivial. r

We show next that InvðHÞ can be characterized as the set of non-identity elements
of H that fix points in U �. As each involution is unipotent, every involution will
fix a point in U �. Now suppose that h A H � fixes a point in U �. As dimKðUÞ ¼ 2,
we must have SpecðhÞ ¼ f1; lg. By Lemma 3.6 (with a ¼ l and b ¼ 1), we see that
l�1 A SpecðhÞ. Because we are in characteristic 2, we must have l ¼ 1. As h is non-
trivial, the minimal polynomial of h must be ðx � 1Þ2 ¼ x2 � 1. We conclude that h is
an involution, and we have established that

InvðHÞ ¼ fh A H � : h fixes a point in U �g:

Now, for all a; b A U � with a0 b, we must have ðmambÞ
2 0 1. Indeed, ðmambÞ

2 ¼ 1
implies that ma and mb commute, and this contradicts Proposition 2.5. Thus mamb is a
non-identity element of H that is not an involution. We have just seen that this forces
mamb to act fixed-point freely on U �, but this contradicts Lemma 3.7. r

We now obtain the final contradiction and prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By [2, §5.1 Exercises 11, 12], the previous proposition implies
that H is uniquely 2-divisible. By Lemma 3.7, there exist a; b A U � with a0 b, such
that mamb fixes some point c in U �. Thus m

mamb
c ¼ mcmamb

¼ mc, so mamcma ¼ mbmcmb.
Hence ðmamcÞ

2 ¼ ðmbmcÞ
2. The unique 2-divisibility of H shows that mamc ¼ mbmc, so

ma ¼ mb. However, this implies that a ¼ b, which is a contradiction. r

4 An alternative approach

We now give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1 that does not require the theory of
Moufang sets or the ideas developed in the previous two sections. We instead appeal
to the main theorem of [1] which states that a simple group of finite Morley rank
either is isomorphic to an (a‰ne) algebraic group over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic 2 or has no infinite elementary abelian 2-subgroup.

As before, let M ¼ MðU ; tÞ be a special Moufang set of finite Morley rank with U

infinite, abelian, and charðUÞ ¼ 2. Additionally, X ¼ U U fyg, G is the little projec-
tive group of the Moufang set, and H is the Hua subgroup. As Uy is isomorphic to
U , G possesses an infinite elementary abelian 2-subgroup. By the main result of [1],
we may take G to be an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic 2.
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We show next that the action of G on X can be taken to be algebraic. As G is
transitive on X , it su‰ces to show that G acts algebraically on the right cosets of
a point stabilizer, and for this it is enough to show that Gy is a closed subgroup.
We remarked in the introduction that Uy ¼ CGyðUyÞ. In fact more is true. Any
element of NGðUyÞ must fix y since Uy acts fixed-point freely on Xnfyg. Thus,
NGðUyÞ ¼ Gy, and CGðUyÞ ¼ CGyðUyÞ ¼ Uy. We conclude that Uy is a closed
subgroup of G, and then Gy is closed as well, since it is a normalizer of a closed
subgroup.

We now have a simple algebraic group G acting algebraically and 2-transitively on
an algebraic variety X . By [9], there are not many choices for this action, and it must
be that the action of G on X is permutation-isomorphic to the natural action of
PGLnðF Þ on PGn�1ðFÞ with F an algebraically closed field. It only remains to show
that n ¼ 2, as it will follow that F is isomorphic to EndHðUÞ. The following lemma,
which surely has seen many proofs, concludes our alternative proof of Theorem 1.1.

Lemma 4.1. Let H :¼ PGLnðLÞ act naturally on Y :¼ PGn�1ðLÞ with L an algebrai-

cally closed field and nd 2. If a point stabilizer of H contains an abelian subgroup

transitive on the remaining points, then n ¼ 2.

Proof. Note that H acts 2-transitively on Y , and if n ¼ 2 and p A Y then Hp contains
the abelian subgroup whose non-identity elements are induced by the transvections
from GL2ðLÞ that fix p. This subgroup is transitive on Ynfpg.

For the general case, choose p A Y , and let U be an abelian subgroup of Hp that
is transitive on Ynfpg. We show that n ¼ 2. There is a subgroup AcGLnðLÞ such
that A contains Z :¼ ZðGLnðLÞÞ and A=Z ¼ U . As U is abelian, A is certainly solv-
able. Hence, A is contained in a Borel subgroup of GLnðLÞ, and the group U that A

induces on projective space fixes a maximal flag. If U is transitive on Ynfpg, we must
have n ¼ 2. r
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